
IT’S NOT TOO LATE 

FOR THE TU ’LEE!

You can help save 
Florida’s Redbay
from the deadly 

Laurel Wilt disease.

Help us reverse 
the damage from 

Laurel Wilt!

YOU CAN PARTICIPATE in a University of  Florida  
study to find naturally resistant trees and 

help these survivor trees grow 
into future generations.

Laurel Wilt is a deadly tree disease that 
has been causing harm in tu ‘lee trees (redbay, swamp bay and silk bay).

GPS coordinates can be found by one of  the following 
methods, depending on your device:

•   Download an app, such as “Current GPS     
Location” for Android
•   iPhone’s built-in GPS - using Location Services 
and Compass
•   If  there is an address for the location, you can 
use Google Maps to look up the address and find 
the Latitude and Longitude.

Find your GPS coordinates using 
your smart phone

Questions?  Comments?  

Forest Pathology Laboratory

134 Newins-Ziegler Hall

Attn.: Lanette Sobel

University of Florida

Gainesville, FL 32611

786.253.2222

lsobel@ufl.edu

http://sfrc.ufl.edu/forestpathology/tulee

Thank you for your help!



inside

Have you seen stands of dead or 
dying tu ‘lee trees where there are 

“survivor” trees that seem to be 
unaffected by the disease?  

For more detailed instructions or additional photos of  Tu’lee 
trees please visit http://sfrc.ufl.edu/forestpathology/tulee

Take cuttings or send us the GPS coordinates of  any survivor trees you identify!

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP

We need... 

Redbay is small tree or large shrub 

with lanced-shaped, bright to 

dark green leaves which 

are 3 to 6” long. They have 

a very aromatic odor when 

the leaves are crushed, and 

sometimes bear fruit in the form of  a small blue

 or black berry.   

Swamp bay and silk bay are very similar in 

appearance to redbay, with smaller leaves 

between 1 to 3” long.  The undersides of  the 

leaves have a silvery appearance and stems are 

covered in small golden or rust-colored hairs.  

... location 
information 

(GPS coordinates) 

... and cuttings

...from these survivor trees in 
central and south Florida!

Step 1
Cut 12” - 15” long sections of  the healthiest 
branch tips.  Choose branches that are dark 
green (not new growth) from areas in the sun, on 
the outer portion of  the canopy, or sprouts from 
the base of  the trunk. Your branch cutting should 
be sturdy enough that it cannot be bent into a 
circle shape without snapping. 

Measure or estimate the diameter of  the tree’s 
trunk and write down the GPS coordinates 
of  the location.

Step 2

Wrap the cut ends in a damp paper towel and tie with 
a rubber band. Place all of  the cuttings in a plastic bag 
and close securely to keep your cuttings alive.

Mark the bag with the GPS coordinates and the 
tree diameter.

Place the bag in a sturdy cardboard box for shipping. 
Padded envelopes will not protect your cutting from 
damage! 

Ship overnight or ASAP using FedEx - we will provide 
you with an account number to use for billing.
           Lanette Sobel, (lsobel@ufl.edu, 786.253.2222)  
           Jason Smith, (jasons@ufl.edu) 

Keep your cuttings cool in the refrigerator 

or air conditioned car until ready to ship!

IMPORTANT:

Avoid branches that are...
...completely woody, spindly, have brown or 

yellowing leaves, damaged, or look like insects 
or disease are present. Try to avoid fruiting 

branches too, if  possible.

SURVIVOR!


